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Abstract. This article describes a new project to study the memory
performance of three new implementation strategies for closures coined
bytecode closures. The project proposes to compare the new implementa-
tion strategies to the classical strategy that dynamically allocates flat clo-
sures as heap data structures. The new closure representations are based
on dynamically creating specialized bytecode instead of allocating a data
structure. The first new strategy creates specialized functions by inlining
the bindings of free variables. The second uses memoization to reduce the
number of dynamically created functions. The third dynamically creates
memoized specialized functions that treat free variables like parameters
at runtime. Empirical results from a preliminary case-study using three
small benchmarks are presented as a proof-of-concept. The data suggests
that dynamically created bytecode closures in conjunction with memo-
ization can allocate significantly less memory, as much as three orders of
magnitude less memory in the presented benchmarks, than a flat closure
implementation. Furthermore, the empirical data suggests that the size
of a dynamically generated function ought to be proportional to the size
of a flat closure. The article ends with other, longer term, interesting
lines of research that are also pursued by this new project.

1 Introduction

In functional languages functions are first-class. This means that functions can be
passed as arguments to functions and can be returned as the result of evaluating
a function. One of the consequences of first-class functions that programming
language implementors must resolve is how to represent functions that may be
applied outside of their lexical scope. Care must be taken to represent functions,
because they may contain references to free variables1. For example, consider
the function in Figure 1. The function mk-mapper declares the variable f which
is free in the returned function. Notice that the returned function can only be
applied outside the lexical scope of f. Therefore, f must be “remembered” by the
returned function.

In the λ-calculus [2], β-reduction is used as the mechanism for remembering
the bindings of free variables. The β-rule

(λx.e)x0 → e{x0/x}

1 A variable, x, is free in a function, f , if f references x, f does not declare x, and x

is declared by an ancestor of f in the program’s parse tree.



(define (mk-mapper f)

(define (mapper L)

(cond [(null? L) L]

[else (cons (f (car L)) (mapper (rest L)))]))

mapper)

Fig. 1. A function that returns a function.

states that all free occurrences of x in e are replaced by x0. Typical implemen-
tations of functional languages, however, do not perform actual substitutions in
e and, instead, use an environment to track what should have been substituted
[3]. Thus, to represent a function, with references to free variables, that may
be applied outside its lexical scope, the creation of a closed package, called a
closure [20], is required. The closure captures the bindings of the free variables
by storing (a pointer to) an environment. For example, in Figure 1 a closure is
created to retain the binding of f for the returned function mapper.

Closures, in this context, are functions that are represented using a data
structure in order to avoid actual substitutions. Part of the data structure rep-
resents the function itself (i.e., the code to be evaluated) and part of the data
structure represents the environment that gives meaning to the function. This
representation facilitates the compilation of functions given that the structure of
the function remains constant at runtime (i.e., the bindings of the free variables
do not change the compiled function). In contrast, substitution would change
the structure of a compiled function every time the bindings of the free variables
changed requiring the creation of a new function specialized for the bindings of
its free variables.

An alternative to using a data-structure closure to represent a function, of
course, is to create a specialized function by performing actual substitutions.
Such an approach has been investigated in the past, but implementations to
date have led to excessive memory allocation [7, 11]. The project described in
this article aims to study three strategies for implementing dynamically created
byetcode closures instead of dynamically allocating data-structure closures. The
memory-efficient strategies are expected to come from a controlled form of ac-
tual substitutions employing memoization [18]. The description introduces the
implementation strategies using a small pure functional language and compares
the strategies using small benchmarks–as a preliminary proof-of-concept. The
presented empirical data suggests that memory-wise memoized dynamically al-
located bytecode closures can be a viable alternative to data-structure closures.
The article ends with other, longer term, interesting lines of research that are
also pursued by this new project.

2 Closures: Representation and Issues

Typically, closures are heap-allocated data structures that are created every
time a function with free variables needs to be represented. Historically, closures



have been implemented in a number of ways. Early implementations of func-
tional languages, like Henderson’s Lisp [12] using a SECD machine [20], used
linked closures (a.k.a deep closures). In a linked closure, a list of frames (i.e.,
the existing environment) is used to store the bindings of the free variables.
The attractive feature of this approach is that closure creation is done in con-
stant time. Accessing the binding of a free variable, however, requires an O(n)
traversal of the list of frames, where n is the lexical offset of the free-variable
reference. The space required to store a closure is proportional to the size of
the environment–amortized over all the closures that share the environment.
This closure representation makes closure creation fast at the expense of mak-
ing resolving variable references slower [23]. In addition, bindings that are no
longer relevant to a computation are unnecessarily kept alive (i.e., not garbage
collected) by storing (a pointer to) the entire existing environment as part of the
closure.

An alternative to linked closures, used by the Functional Abstract Machine
(FAM) [4, 14], are flat closures (a.k.a. display closures [23]). A flat closure em-
ploys an array to store the bindings of free variables. Free variables are accessed
by a fixed displacement within the array in constant time. Closure creation
requires copying the bindings of free variables into the closure. Therefore, flat-
closure creation is O(vf ), where vf is the number of free variables the function
depends on. The space required to store a closure is proportional to the number
of free variables a function depends on which is always less than or equal to
the size of the environment. This closure representation makes the resolution
of references to free variables faster at the expense of closure creation time. In
addition, this representation only stores the part of the environment that is rel-
evant to the remaining computation and, thus, allows a garbage collector to be
more effective by allowing the recycling of memory space used by bindings that
are known to no longer be relevant to the computation.

Shao and Appel observed that flat-closure creation may require many values
to be copied repeatedly from closure to closure [25]. To avoid this copying, they
developed safely linked closures that allow for bindings to be shared between
closures. Free variables referenced by more than one function are grouped to-
gether into a shareable record. Their representation strategy guarantees that the
nesting of safely linked closures never exceeds two. The space required to store
a closure is proportional to the number of free variables a function depends on,
but when multiple functions have free variables in common the space required
is reduced by (f − 1) ∗ n, where f is the number of functions that share free
variables and n is the number of free variables the functions share. This clo-
sure representation makes closure creation faster than flat-closure creation at
the expense of adding overhead to the resolution of references to free variables.
In addition, bindings are only kept alive while they may still be relevant to the
computation allowing the space they occupy to be recycled as soon as possible
by a garbage collector.

Always allocating a closure data structure to represent a function with free
variables can lead to excessive memory allocation. This is why many modern



f

mapper

(lambda (L) (cond . . .))

(lambda (x) (+ x 1))

Fig. 2. Conceptual View of the Flat Closure for (mk-mapper (lambda (x) (+ x 1))).

implementations of functional languages attempt to eliminate closure alloca-
tions whenever possible. For instance, MzScheme [9], which uses flat closures
[8], inlines functions and adds free variables as arguments to functions whenever
all applications of a function are visible [1]. In addition to reducing memory
allocation, providing fast access to free variables is another goal of modern im-
plementations. This has led to a variety of methods to access the bindings of
free variables. In MzScheme, for example, the bindings of free variables are not
accessed directly from the closure. Instead, the bindings are unpacked onto the
stack whenever the closure is applied [8]. Some implementations of functional
languages make free variables explicit by performing program transformations
such as lambda lifting [13, 16] and closure conversion [15]. Lambda lifting ex-
plicitly adds free variables as parameters to functions. Accesses to free variables
in the source program are turned into parameter accesses. Closure conversion
explicitly adds an environment parameter to functions. The bindings of free vari-
ables in the source program are accessed through the environment parameter.

3 Intuitive Data-Structure Closure Elimination

When closures are implemented as data structures, heap memory is allocated
every time a function with free variables needs to be represented. For example,
consider the code Figure 1 and the evaluation of:

(mk-mapper (lambda (x) (+ x 1))).

This expression returns the closure displayed in Figure 2. This conceptual view
of the flat closure has f bound to the representation of the combinator that
adds 1 to its input. In addition, it has mapper bound to the closure itself, thus,
enabling the self-reference (i.e., recursive application) in the body of the function
the closure represents.

Instead of allocating and returning a data structure closure, a specialized
version of the returned function, based on the binding of f, can be dynamically
created. Specifically, if substitutions were performed the function returned would
be semantically equivalent to this new function:

(define (mapper-f-x-x+1 L)

(cond [(null? L) L]

[else (cons ((lambda (x) (+ x 1)) (car L))

(mapper-f-x-x+1 (rest L)))])).

In this example, the returned function, mapper-f-x-x+1, has the same structure
as,mapper, the function specialized. In general, however, the returned specialized



function does not require the same structure2. The important point is that the
returned function is a combinator. That is, it lacks references to free variables
and, as such, does not require a data-structure closure to store the bindings of
free variables.

Studying variations of three basic strategies to dynamically create such a
combinator as a bytecode function, coined a bytecode closure, is the focus of
the project. The first strategy inlines the bindings of the free variables into
the returned function as suggested by β-reduction. The advantage of this im-
plementation strategy is that the resolution of free variables is transformed to
accessing constants in specialized functions. A potential disadvantage is that
inlining may lead to code explosion and require more memory allocation than
closures when the functions being specialized are large relative to the number of
free variables referenced. The second attempts to reduce memory consumption
by memoizing inlined functions. That is, dynamically-created specialized func-
tions are reused. The third strategy breaks away from inlining functions in the
source code. Instead, references to free variables in the source code are trans-
formed to parameter references. Specialized bytecode closures inlined with the
bindings of free variables that push these bindings onto the stack are memoized.
When compared to using flat closures or inlined source functions, the advan-
tages of this implementation strategy are that the resolution of free variables
is made faster than using flat closures by treating free variables as parameters,
that the memory dynamically allocated for specialized functions is proportional
to the number of free variables (not the size of the specialized function) as it is
for flat closures, and that the structure of compiled λ-terms does not change.
A potential disadvantage, unlike inlining, is that a jump is required to trans-
fer control from the function that pushes the bindings of the free variables to
the function that utilizes these bindings. Finally, comparing the performance on
bytecode closures with memoized flat closures is part of the project. Memoized
flat closures eliminate the need for the jump required by the third strategy at
the expense of increasing the access time to free variables. Empirical data will
be collected to determine when, if ever, one implementation strategy is superior
to the others.

4 Illustrating the Compilation Process

The BNF grammar for a small core language is displayed in Figure 3. This core
language is used for the preliminary results presented in this article. A program
consists of zero or more definitions. A definition consists of a header which
contains the function name and the parameters, zero or more local definitions,
and a body which is an expression. An expression is a number, a symbol, a
boolean, an if expression, an application expression, or a lambda expression.

The architecture of the proof-of-concept compiler is displayed in Figure 4. A
source program is first parsed. The parse tree is given as input to a δ-reducer. The

2 This can be the result, for example, of performing δ-reductions.



program → def∗

def → (define (symbol+) def∗ expr)
expr → number

→ symbol

→ boolean

→ (if expr expr expr)
→ (expr+)
→ (lambda (symbol∗) expr)

Fig. 3. The BNF Grammar of the Source Core Language

Parser δ-Reducer Lambda Lifter Code Generator

Fig. 4. The General Architecture of the Proof-of-Concept Compiler.

δ-reducer replaces a primitive function applied to its required known arguments
by a result. This transformation reduces the size of the resulting program by
evaluating primitive application expressions and by eliminating dead code (e.g.,
when the condition of an if -expression can be evaluated at compile time). The
δ-reduced parse tree is given as input to a lambda lifting function (e.g., [16]).
Lambda lifting makes the free variables of a function explicit and, thus, the
variables by which to specialize functions at runtime. The parameters of a lifted
function are the original function’s free variables in the source program and the
parameters of the nested lambda expression are the parameters of the original
source function. The resulting lambda lifted parse tree is passed to the code
generator to produce bytecode.

To illustrate the process, consider a function common in environment-passing
interpreters to evaluate the arguments of an application expression. The func-
tion takes as input a list of expressions to be evaluated and the environment
(implemented as a list of frames) in which to evaluate the expressions. It returns
a list containing the results of evaluating each expression. Using the syntax of
Figure 3, the function can be implemented as follows:

(define (eval-operands rands env)

(map (lambda (e) (eval-expr e env)) rands))

After parsing, the δ-reducer discovers that there are no primitive application
expressions that can be evaluated and produces as output the original parse tree.
Lambda lifting hoists the lambda expression to the global level. Since env is the
only free variable in this function, env is the only parameter in the lifted function.
The body of the lifted function is itself the original lambda expression. In the
body of eval-operands, the lambda-expression is substituted with an application



eval-rands lifted1 FN19

FCALL ACLOSURE FN19 1 FCALL

FCALL COPY2CLOSURE 1 1 PACC 1

PACC 2 FRETURN 1 FVACC 1

<update registers> <update registers>

GOTO lifted1 GOTO eval-expr

PACC 1

<update registers>

GOTO map

Fig. 5. Compiled Code for the MT Virtual Machine

expression that applies the lifted function to its free variable. After lambda
lifting, the parse tree represents the following program:

(define (eval-rands rands env) (map (lifted1 env) rands))

(define (lifted1 env) (lambda (e) (eval-expr e env))).

The lambda lifted parse tree is passed to the code generator to produce the
bytecode displayed in Figure 5. The displayed code is generated assuming the use
of flat closures and, to aid readability, Figure 5 omits the proper handling of tail
calls (i.e., control context is accumulated on a stack). Bytecode is generated for
3 functions: eval-rands, lifted1, and the nested lambda expression in lifted1 (i.e.,
FN19 in the bytecode). The compiled code for eval-rands sets up an activation
records on the stack for the call to map and another for the call to lifted1. For the
latter it pushes, env, the second parameter (i.e., PACC 2) onto the stack, updates
control-flow registers, and calls the function. After returning from lifted1, the
bytecode pushes rands, the first parameter, onto the stack (i.e., PACC 1), updates
control-flow registers, and calls map. The bytecode generated for lifted1 allocates
a closure of size 1 for FN19 (i.e., the nested lambda expression), populates the
closure with the binding of the first parameter, and returns this closure after
popping off its activation record with 1 parameter (i.e. FRETURN 1). The code
for FN19 sets up an activation record for the call to eval-expr, pushes e, its
parameter, and the free variable env onto the stack (i.e., FVACC 1), updates
control-flow registers, and makes the call to eval-expr.

5 Bytecode Closures Implementation Strategies

This section describes the three strategies to dynamically create bytecode clo-
sures. It is important to remember that the code generator expects lambda lifted
programs in which a lambda expression only exists as the body of a global func-
tion and in which lambda expressions contain at least one reference to each of
the parameters of its enclosing global function. It is these anonymous functions
that are specialized at runtime.



(define (eval-expr expr env)

(if (literal? expr)

expr

...

(if (app-expr? expr)

(apply-proc (eval-expr (proc-expr expr) env)

(cons (eval-operands (ops-expr expr) env) env))

...)))

(define (eval-operands rands env)

(map (lambda (e) (eval-expr e env)) rands))

Fig. 6. Program Fragment of an Environment-Passing Interpreter.

5.1 Strategy I: Inlined Functions

In strategy I, anonymous functions (i.e., compiled λ-terms) are treated as tem-
plates with holes. These templates are never executed at runtime and are only
used to generate specialized versions of the anonymous function. The holes are
the instructions to access free variables (i.e., FVACC instructions in the byte-
code).

To generate a specialized function from a template, the bytecode of the tem-
plate is copied. The holes of the template, however, are filled with instructions
to push a constant onto the stack based on the binding of the free variable ref-
erenced. That is, specialized functions are inlined with the bindings of the free
variables wherever free variables are referenced. Care must be taken to handle
jumps to labels correctly (e.g., in the compiled code of an if-expression). Branch
instructions that refer to labels can not simply be copied, because that would
mean branching into the template instead of a location in the specialized func-
tion. The fact that the template and the specialized function have the same
number of instructions means that simple address arithmetic solves the problem
at runtime.

This strategy uses the blind policy of always generating a specialized function
whenever a flat closure would be generated. Dynamic function creation using this
implementation strategy is O(n), where n is the size of the function being spe-
cialized. That is, the time it takes to create a specialized function is proportional
to the number of bytecode instructions in the function and not the number of
free variables the function references. In general when the size of specialized
functions is large relative to the number of free variables referenced, it is ex-
pected for such an implementation to be inefficient when compared to using flat
closures for two reasons. The first is that programs allocate more memory. The
second is that specialized function creation takes longer than closure creation.

To illustrate this strategy, consider the program fragment in Figure 6 for an
environment-passing interpreter and the evaluation of

(eval-expr ’(h (g (f x)) (g (f y))) ’(((x 2) (y 2)))),



(define (lifted1-1 e) (eval-expr e ’(((x 2) (y 2)))))

(define (lifted1-2 e) (eval-expr e ’(((x 2) (y 2)))))

(define (lifted1-3 e) (eval-expr e ’((b (f 2)) ((x 2) (y 2)))))

(define (lifted1-4 e) (eval-expr e ’((b (f 2)) ((x 2) (y 2)))))

(define (lifted1-5 e)

(eval-expr e ’(((i (g (f 2))) (j (g (f 2)))) ((x 2) (y 2)))))

Fig. 7. Five Dynamically Created Inlined Functions.

where f, g, and h are user-defined functions, and the environment binds x and
y to 2. The function eval-operands3 is called 5 times: once for h, twice for g,
and twice for f. The evaluation of both applications of f is done with the same
environment (i.e., the displayed environment). Likewise, the evaluation of both
applications of g is done with the same environment (i.e., value-wise). The result
at runtime is the generation of the 5 functions4 displayed in Figure 7. Notice that
the generated functions for f, lifted-1 and lifted-2, and the generated functions for
g, lifted-3 and lifted-4, are, respectively, semantically equivalent. This means that
3 specialized functions can be generated, instead of 5, to evaluate the expression.
Generated functions that are semantically equivalent to needed functions can be
re-used to reduce memory allocation.

5.2 Strategy II: Memoized Inlined Functions

In strategy II, anonymous functions are also treated as templates with holes. As
in strategy I, the instructions of the template are copied and inlined with the
binding of the referenced free variables.

The second implementation strategy does not blindly create specialized func-
tions. Instead of always generating a function when a closure would be allocated,
specialized functions are memoized and functions are only dynamically created
when needed. Specialized function memoization requires a cache of specialized
functions to be maintained. If a specialized function is needed and is found in
this cache, then the previously generated specialized function is re-used. Oth-
erwise, a new specialized function is generated and this new function is added
to the cache of specialized functions. Determining function equality is achieved
by exploiting the naming convention used for specialized functions. Instead of
simply generating a fresh identifier, the fresh identifier is a linear combination
of the name of the function being specialized and of the types and the bindings
of the free variables.

To illustrate how memoized function specialization works, once again, con-
sider the program fragment in Figure 6 for an environment-passing interpreter
and the evaluation of:

(eval-expr ’(h (g (f x)) (g (f y))) ’(((x 2) (y 2)))).

3 This function is lambda lifted as described in Section 4.
4 In the interest of readability, source syntax is used in this example.



As before, the function eval-operands is called 5 times, but only 3 specialized
functions are generated5:

(define (lifted1-list-100-2400 e) (eval-expr e ’(((x 2) (y 2)))))

(define (lifted1-list-3000-5000 e)

(eval-expr e ’(((b (f 2))) ((x 2) (y 2)))))

(define (lifted1-list-7500-8150 e)

(eval-expr e ’(((i ((g (f 2)))) (j ((g (f 2)))))

((x 2) (y 2))))).

Notice that in this example we have a 40% reduction in the number of dynami-
cally generated inlined functions when compared to using strategy I.

5.3 Strategy III: Memoized Auxiliary Inlined Functions

In strategy III, λ-terms are not treated as templates with holes. Instead, these
anonymous functions are executable and are converted to combinators. Free-
variable references become parameter references. In this context, a specialized
byetcode function has two roles. The first is to push the bindings of free vari-
ables needed by an anonymous function onto the stack. The second is to transfer
control to the anonymous function for which it was created. A specialized func-
tion, in other words, completes the construction of the activation record for an
anonymous function.

The third implementation strategy makes dynamic function creation mem-
ory efficient by making the size of specialized functions proportional to the size
of the flat closures they substitute. A specialized function is a collection of in-
structions to push constants onto the stack followed by a jump instruction. At
compile time, the order in which constants are to be pushed onto the stack by a
specialized function is determined. This order corresponds to the order of the pa-
rameters of a lambda-lifted function that has an anonymous function in its body.
Every parameter of such a function must be referenced by the λ-expression in its
body. Therefore, to create a specialized function, the runtime system only needs
to examine the current activation record to assemble the instructions to push
constants onto the stack in the right order and to add a jump to the anonymous
function.

To illustrate how function specialization works using strategy III, once again,
consider the program fragment in Figure 6 and the evaluation of

(eval-expr ’(h (g (f x)) (g (f y))) ’(((x 2) (y 2)))).

The compiled code for lifted1 and its nested anonymous function (i.e., FN19) are
displayed in Figure 8. Observe that the compiled code for FN19 is almost the
same the compiled code in Figure 5. The only difference is that the reference to
the first free variable (i.e., FVACC 1) is now a reference to the second parameter
(i.e., PACC 2). The compiled code for lifted1 generates a specialized function

5 The function names are based on the linear combination convention mentioned
above.



lifted1

GENF FN19 1

FRETURN 1

FN19

FCALL

PACC 1

PACC 2

<update registers>

GOTO eval-expr

Fig. 8. Strategy III Lambda Expression.

lifted1-list-100-2400

PUSHLIST 100 2400

GOTO FN19

lifted1-list-3000-5000

PUSHLIST 3000 5000

GOTO FN19

lifted1-list-7500-8150

PUSHLIST 7500 8150

GOTO FN19

Fig. 9. Strategy III Specialized Functions.

for FN19 that adds one parameter to FN19’s activation record (i.e., GENF FN19
1). As for strategy II, the function eval-operands is called 5 times and only 3
specialized functions are generated which are displayed using bytecode in Figure
9. One function is generated for each of the different bindings for env. Each
generated function pushes the binding of env (which is a list) onto the stack
and transfers control to FN19. It is straightforward to see that the specialized
versions of lifted1 are smaller than their counterparts using strategies I or II.

6 Preliminary Empirical Results

This section presents preliminary memory allocation empirical results obtained
from three small benchmarks. These results are intended solely as an indica-
tion that there is fertile ground for exploration using larger benchmarks. First,
the benchmarks are briefly described. Second, the performance measurements
are presented. The benchmarks naively use higher-order functions to test ex-
treme ends of the memory allocation spectrum. The lambda lifted versions of
the benchmarks are found in the appendix in section 10.

6.1 Benchmarks

AP This benchmark traverses a list of pairs of integers to produce a list that
contains the sums of each pair. The presented measurements are for a list
of 9,999 pairs with each pair containing two randomly generated integers in
[0..9999].

TK This is the triply recursive integer function related to the Takeuchi function,
one of Gabriel’s benchmarks [10], that has been modified to maximize the
use of anonymous functions. The presented measurements are for (tak 18 12
6).

ST This benchmark traverses a binary tree of integers and scales each integer
in the tree by its depth in the tree. The presented measurements are for the
scaling of a full binary tree of depth 15.

Each benchmark was executed 4 times for a total of 12 experiments on a
non-distributed version of the MT virtual machine [17]. The benchmarks were



Relative Difference

AP Strategy I -0.6190

AP Strategy II 0.3325

AP Strategy III 0.3332

TK Strategy I -0.8889

TK Strategy II 79.13

TK Strategy III 794.3

ST Strategy I -0.1998

ST Strategy II 0.2497

ST Strategy III 0.2900

Fig. 10. Relative Difference with Flat Closures.

executed using flat closures and each of the three strategies described in the
previous section, denoted by Strategy I, Strategy II, and Strategy III.

6.2 Measurements and Analysis

For each benchmark, Figure 10 displays the relative difference in memory al-
location between flat closures and each of the strategies6. A negative relative
difference means that the flat-closure-based implementation allocated less mem-
ory.

For each benchmark, strategy I incurs the maximum number of allocations.
The total excess memory allocation ranges from about 20% to about 90% when
compared to the flat-closure-based implementation. This occurs, as expected,
because the number of dynamically created functions is the same as the number
of closures allocated and the size of a specialized function is larger than the size
of a flat closure. These numbers clearly suggest that such a naive implementation
of dynamically allocated functions is neither efficient nor feasible for industrial-
strength implementations.

Strategies II and III significantly outperform the flat-closure-based imple-
mentation (as well as Strategy I). For the AP benchmark, the flat closure based
implementation allocates about 33% more memory than either of these strate-
gies. The savings in memory allocation are due to memoization exploiting the
modest amount of repetition in the generation of random numbers in [0..9999].
Strategies II and III virtually exhibit the same performance with strategy III dis-
playing slightly less memory allocation. The observed performance is so close,
because the function being specialized is small and a specialized inlined function
generated with strategy II is only one bytecode instruction larger than a special-
ized function generated with strategy III. This benchmark clearly suggests that
memoization of dynamic functions can significantly reduce memory allocation
when compared to flat closures.

6 Relative difference is defined as Flat Closure Allocations−Bytecode Strategy Allocations

Bytecode Strategy Allocations
.



For the TK benchmark, we observe the largest gain in performance over the
flat-closure-based implementation. For strategy II the flat-closure-based imple-
mentation allocates about 7,913% more memory (i.e., two orders of magnitude
more memory) while for strategy III the excess allocation by the flat-closure-
based implementation reaches 79,430% (i.e., three orders of magnitude more
memory). The difference is quite significant and occurs because the Takeuchi
triply recursive function makes many recursive calls with the same arguments.
This benchmark presents the ideal conditions under which memoization is most
effective. Strategy III significantly outperforms strategy II by about 1 order of
magnitude. This difference occurs, because the inlined specialized functions gen-
erated using strategy II are significantly larger than the specialized functions
generated by strategy III. The TK benchmark clearly suggests that memoized
dynamically generated functions can lead to significantly less memory allocation
than flat closures.

For the ST benchmark, the flat closure base implementation allocates about
25% more memory than strategy II and 29% more memory than strategy III.
For this benchmark, memory allocation is dominated by allocation to build a
list-based structure (i.e., a full binary tree). For strategies II and III, only a
small number of functions, 16, are dynamically created. In essence, only one
specialized function is created per tree level due to memoization. The savings
observed are attributed to the large number of flat closures allocated by the
the classical implementation (one for each node in the full binary tree). The
difference between strategy II and strategy III is due to the smaller functions
generated by the latter. This benchmark clearly suggests that even for programs
in which first-class functions only play a small role, memoized bytecode closures
can significantly reduce memory allocation.

The preliminary empirical data clearly suggests that the thesis that memoized
bytecode closures can exhibit significantly better memory performance than flat
closures and deserve further study. Furthermore, the data also suggests that
keeping the size of dynamically created bytecode closures proportional to the
number of free variables is important.

7 Related Work

Feeley and Lapalme first suggested generating code instead of allocating a data
structure closures [7]. In their work, a specialized function only pushes the bind-
ings of free variables onto the stack and these bindings are accessed like parame-
ters by a compiled lambda expression akin to strategy III described in this article.
Their performance measurements indicate that for their implementation strategy
memory allocated for specialized functions increases by up to 25% when com-
pared to a closure-based implementation. The major differences between with
the approach described in this article and their work is the use of memoization
and lambda lifting. Memoization can significantly reduce memory allocation as
argued in the previous section. Lambda lifting reduces the complexity of com-
piling for specialization, but at runtime exactly the same specialized functions



are created by both approaches. Finally, Feeley and Lapalme also address the
problems introduced by assignment and propose pushing the address to a muta-
ble box instead of a binding to extend the technique to support assignment. A
similar approach would work with the memoization-based strategies described
in this article.

More recently, Grabmüller developed a prototype system to implement clo-
sures using runtime code generation for a strict (and pure) functional language
[11]. Instead of compiled code, this approach uses abstract syntax trees at run-
time to create specialized functions. The runtime code generator inlines func-
tions with the bindings of their free variables akin to strategy I described in this
article. The use of abstract syntax trees is intended to simplify common opti-
mizations (e.g., reduction to normal form and dead code elimination) that can
be performed by the runtime code generator once the bindings of free variables
are known. It is unclear, based on the preliminary work done on their proto-
type, if any runtime analysis of an abstract syntax tree can not be done a priori
to indicate to the code generator what optimizations to perform. Grabmüller’s
performance evaluation indicates that the system runs out of memory space
for some benchmarks, but provides no other indication on memory allocation
performance.

There have been several approaches, far too many to reference here, to run-
time code generation that have not focused on eliminating data-structure clo-
sures. Lee and Leone’s FABIUS compiler specialize curried functions by inlining
the bindings of arguments as they are received [21]. Consel and Noël have used
runtime specialization for C programs that uses templates with holes to inline
and partially evaluate functions [5]. Poletto et al. have also used dynamic code
generation to improve the performance of a superset of C called ’C that requires
programmers to annotate their code [22]. The work on ’C has been extended to
a dialect of Java called DynJava to generate type safe specialized classes [19].

8 Concluding Remarks

This articles describes a new project to study the memory performance of rep-
resenting closures as dynamically allocated bytecode functions. The preliminary
empirical data presented suggests that memoized bytecode closures can signif-
icantly reduce memory allocation. The magnitude of the savings increases for
programs in which first-class functions play a significant role at runtime reaching
up to three orders of magnitude less allocation than flat closures in the presented
benchmarks. The inescapable conclusion is that memoized bytecode closures is
a technology worthy of future study. In addition, note that the memoization
strategy described in this article does not break the high-level of abstraction
provided by functional languages. That is, it does not require the programmer
to be aware of the memoization process nor to annotate programs for function
specialization to occur.

In addition to studying the memory performance of bytecode closures, this
work will pursue several other interesting lines of research such as:



Memoized Flat Closures What impact do memoized flat closures have on
performance? Clearly, the number of flat closures will be the same as for
Strategy III bytecode closures. Their memory footprint and their allocation
time will also be similar given that both are proportional to the number of
free variables. The difference, if any, will be marked by free-variable access
time.

Inflation of Parameters The bytecode closures presented in this article are
based on a compiler that performs lambda lifting. Danvy and Schultz showed
that lambda lifting may present efficiency difficulties due to parameter infla-
tion which led them to propose lambda dropping[6]. A fundamental line of
research is to determine if bytecode closures overcome the efficiency problems
raised by the inflation of parameters.

Continuations It is common for functional programs to be transformed to
continuation-passing style (CPS) [24, 26, 27]. A continuation can be repre-
sented as a function that knows how to complete the rest of the compu-
tation. Many implementations, however, transform continuations to a data
structure representation. Another fundamental line of research is whether or
not bytecode closures eliminate the need for this change.

Garbage Collection The performance of memoized bytecode closures hinges
on their reuse. Performance, however, also hinges on the recycling of memory
(that contains values no longer relevant to the computation) by a garbage
collector. How should you garbage collect memoized closures, whether of the
bytecode nature or the data structure nature? What rules or heuristics can
be used to prevent premature recycling of memoized closures?
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10 Appendix

10.1 The AP Benchmark

(define (g x) (lambda (y) (+ x y)))

(define (f x) ((g (car x)) (cdr x)))

(define (mklist len modus)

(if (= len 0) ’()

(cons (cons (random modus) (random modus))

(mklist (- len 1) modus))))

(define (benchmark n modus) (map f (mklist n modus)))

10.2 The TK Benchmark

(define (tak-y x) (lambda (y) (tak-z y x)))

(define (tak-z y x)

(lambda (z) (if (not (< y x)) z

(tak

(tak (- x 1) y z)

(tak (- y 1) z x)

(tak (- z 1) x y)))))

(define (tak x y z) (((tak-y x) y) z))

10.3 The ST Benchmark

(define (scaleT-by-depth T) (scale 0 T))

(define (scale d T) (map (scale-function d) T))

(define (scale-function d)

(lambda (t) (if (number? t) (* d t) (scale (+ d 1) t))))

(define (mkbt d)

(if (= d 0) ’()

(cons d (cons (mkbt (- d 1))

(cons (mkbt (- d 1)) ’())))))

(define (benchmark x) (scaleT-by-depth (mkbt x)))


